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FASTRAY LC
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

A one-component, light-
cured custom tray wafer
supplied in preformed sheets.

50/Box 
8090460 Pink [0921406]                                         

FASTRAY
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

Fastray is a
dimensionally stable,
radiopaque, 
self-curing individual
tray and acrylic base 
plate material available

TRAY ACRYLICS

COE TRAY PLASTIC
GC AMERICA 

Coe Tray Plastic is a self-curing
acrylic resin constructed for
accurate fitting, individualized 
custom impression trays. Powder
and liquid mixes in seconds to
produce smooth dough that can
be easily manipulated. This
product will not warp or pull
away from the cast during
polymerization. Trimming is easy
since this product grinds away without clogging
burs. 

Professional Package: 1 lb. Powder, 6 oz Liquid, 
2 oz. COE-SEP
8190760   White Regular [240011]     
8190765   White Fast [240111]            

Economy Package: 3 lb. Powder, 1 pt Liquid, 
2 x 2 oz. COE-SEP
8190800  White Regular [240013]
8190805   White Fast [240113]

Liquid, Regular Set
8190830   16 oz. [240092]   

Liquid, Fast Set
8190792   6 oz. [240191]
8190832   16 oz. [240192]                  

Powder, 1 lb.
9333206  White [240012]   

in regular (5-minute) or extra-fast (3-minute) set.
Fastray has no memory and will not stick to the
fingers or the model.

Standard Kit: 1 lb. Powder, 8 oz. Liquid
Regular Set 
8090400 Blue [0921375]
8090420  White [0921377]
8090410  Pink [0921376]

X-Fast Set
8090405  Blue [0921378]
8090415   Pink [0921379]

Bulk Kit: 5 lb.  Powder, 32 oz. Liquid Regular Set 
8090430  Blue [0921386]  
8090450  White [0921388]
8090440 Pink [0921387]

X-Fast Set
8090435  Blue [0921389]

Powder, 5 lb.
8090452  White [0921394]
8090453  Blue [0921392]

Liquid Regular 
9330410   8 oz. [0921384]
8090465  32 oz. [0921395]

HYDROPLASTIC 
TAK SYSTEMS

Softens in Hot Water!
Hydroplastic hardens to a tough, 
unbreakable plastic following a 5-minute 
bench set, or instantly in cold water. 
There is no mixing or polymerizing and therefore
no odor or chemical hazard. Hydroplastic is ideal
for custom impression and bleaching trays.

9538216   Blue 460 g [1204]
9538218   Blue 1300 g [1238]
9539771    White 460 g [1201]
9539775   Yellow  460 g [1202]

HYGON TRAY MATERIAL
COLTENE

Formulated
specifically for
making
custom trays
and stabilized
base plates.

VERSA-TEMP2 - CONTINUED

strong until the final crown or bridge arrives. It is a
high-strength, high-esthetic temporary resin with a
natural fluorescence ideal for both anterior and
posterior temporaries. It provides great handling
and fast polishing without compromising on
strength and speed. 

50 ml Cartridge
9524703   A1 1/Box [72051]                              
9524710   A1 3/Box [72066]                            
9524702   A2 1/Box [72056]                            
9524712    A2 3/Box [72071]                            
9524704  A3 1/Box [72061]                             
9524714   A3 3/Box [72076]
9524701   BL 1/Box [72041]

Handles like a putty without elasticity or tendency
to spring away from margins during adaptation. 

5 lb.
8440828 Blue [H00396]  

SQUEEZE BOTTLES
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Liquid: Specifically designed to
hold 1 oz. of Liquid with .03"
orfice and red cap. Excellent for
storing and dispensing a wide
variety of liquids. 

Powder: Specifically designed
to hold 2 oz. of Powder with
red spout cap. Excellent for
dispensing powders for repair
and orthodontic acrylics.

Holds Liquid, 1 oz., 2/Pkg.
0162100

Holds Powder, 2 oz.
0162000  

ACCESSORIES

DURALAY PLASTIC PINS
RELIANCE

Duralay Plastic Pins are
used for post and core
during the indirect
casting technique.
Serrated so DuraLay
will readily adhere.
Tapered for easy
insertion into the
impression of the
canal. Complete
burnout with no residue. 

50/Pkg.
8830615  [2301]                                                        

GLAZE ACRYLIC SEALANT
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

Glaze is a fast-
setting, crystal
clear self-curing
acrylic resin
which bonds to
other resin
substrates and
dries to a clear, hard surface with a high-gloss
finish. Glaze can be brushed onto a clean
composite or acrylic material in or out of the
mouth to achieve a polished surface that enhances
the appliance and reduces the need for additional
polishing. Recommended for use on provisional,
reline and orthodontic appliances, Glaze fills 
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